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Thooo three lcsuons wore givnn by Hichael Chekhov

in Inrch. 1935 to Beatrice straight and Deirdre Hurst during

the time that ho was appearing in New York with his Poocow

Art Theatre company. The locaona Hero given in Russian as

Chekhov know no Englluh at that time. flme. Tamara Uuykurhnnovn

Rated an interpreter. and Deirdto Hurst took Shorthnnd not»:

of the looucna.
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SCENIC TIME!

Imurovisaticn Rancincx

You are awaiting the arrival of samnone whom you

love very much. Show your extrema happiness. then the growth

of the (car that perhaps he will not come, and than your

unhappincun when you realize that ho is not coming. All this

taken place in a period of two minutes.

Cummentnl
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1- The actor muet develop for himself a sense of time, which

has nothing to do with the actual clock.

2. In order to make the tempo quicker. you must break up

your scene into more "beats." It is not necessary to

increase the tempo of tho "beete" theneelvas. but there

munt be more of then.

3. Give yourself probloma in timing for fifteen minutes, for

ten minutes, or for half an hour. in order to develop a

sense of neenic tine. which has nothing to do with the

actual time.

h. The actor who possesses this feeling of time on the stage

will never hurry. and suffer from it. He will be always

outwardly and inwardly free and at ease. The inner and

outer freedom is the cnly condition. Your can stage

timing, not life timing. is the open door to the great

expression possibilities.

5. Tempo on the stage depends not on the watch, but on our

feelings. our soul. and our moods. Therefore, it can be

increosod with the increasing of the anetiono - of the

feelings.

THE IHAGINATIONI

First visualise something in your imagination - a

fantasy, for instance. Establioh the situation in your in:-

ainntion - see a very clear design of everything you will do -

see every detail clearly, and then do it.

Your imagination must be trained in this way. If

you will train your imagination. when you take a part. yOu

will be able to foresee everything in your brilliant imagina-

tion. and then you can just go and do it. That is the ideal

thing. and you can reach it by certnin exercises.

If an actor atnrts to rehearse and does not visualize

something, his imagination is not working. This is the worst
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thing an actor can do. You must detail something which is

foroaocn by your imagination. The actor must visualize the

whole part in his imagination.

THE ACTOR AND THE PART!

An example from 11:0. Two people who have never

mot before moot each other. They sense that in both their

destinies something uncommon has to happen. 0n the other

hand. you may know that your paths will never meet. Just so

with tho actor. Hare is a part, and you meet with it. and

you fool thorc is something uncommon betwonn you and the port.

which makes it right for you. There are other parts which

you may want to play, but no matter how hard you try. they

will never be right for you - your dootiniau will go parallel.

You can holp to overcome this by exercises. whether you are

physically fitted for tho part or not is another question.

EXPRESSIHG THE IMAGE!

Exorcism:

Visualizo quickly and clearly. and then instantly

register physically, montally. and racially a fooling of "I

don't want..." In your imagination you must, for one instant,

visualize yourself and the whole situation in every detail.

and then express it instantly - like a statue. The same with

"Beautiful" - you must visualize yourself as you would look

seeing something beautiful, and do it immediately. Lima a
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sculptor would mold a statuo in clay. You are the clay.

Again with "I beg you." and "I on running away." you must

Egg it first.

The problem in to develop your imagination no that

you will react instantly to every problem. This in not

becuuoo you cannot do it. but because your imagination hon

not been trained this way. Our imagination in not flexible

enough - this only couou through training. It is a diffi-

cult thing to make ono'o imagination no flexiblo that

inatantly you will be able to make no sea what you have

visualized.

CONCENTRATION:

This is the basic thing in life; without it you

can do nothing on the stage. You cannot have too much con-

centration. and it you have the ideal concentration. it in a

magical thing. What you fool you uoo -_uhat you son you foo1.

Sono elementary exercises for the imagination.

Somocna given you a word, and you have to sea thin word an

an image in your imagination, and instantly you must react to

it. Don't detail it, but group it an you saw it in the first

instant. Any word will do. Thin is a very inportnnt moment -

the first thing you soc in your imagination. After that there

in tho work of putting details on this image. but that requires

other oxorcioeo. Form the words in your mind. and keep them

their-o.
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LDVEHENT - fHE CEPEERI

All movementu of the logo, arms, and body utort

from the one place — high in the cheat between the brcaatbcao.

Foul on it you are a pair of ucioooro and that your logo and

armu movn in one piece from that center in your chest. You

must alvmyu retain thin tooling of center. no matter what age

the character. or what part you are playing. Thin cantor in

organically right. If you have to play an old part. start

from thin center. and you will know whero you are to be old.

(It is the some principlo no with wadano Baykarhunovo'n

make-up.)

onrciocx

Walk around, moving the arms. doing anything you

like but alwaye retaining this feeling of center.

CONPOSITIOH - HARMONY:

Thin is o moot important thing on the stage. Compe-

sition in something which in organically right, juot an the

cantor of movement is right. Composition in the feeling of

complete harmony. To achieve it we must sonne ouch other.

love each other. and have complete friendship for each other.

Exercise:

Feeling the center of tho body, move toward each

other quite freely. when satisfied with a harmonious position,

hold it 15 a pose.
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THE WORD - THE VOIC [
'
1

I

Your voice does not coma from your diaphragm. throat.

or lips. but out of you and in front of you. You must visu-

alize a spot in front of you where your voice is.

Exorciaor

Say a sentence beautifully. than hnrohly, and make

the difference not with intonation, tone. or ntrooo. but in

the quality of fooling in the voice. for instance. "Lnry had

a little lamb." Than tho word "Katy," then send your voice

to dafforcnfi placau. First near to you, and then further

away. by dcgtoon. trying ouch time to reach June that spot

and nowhere also.

Rovinwx

Your imagination must come through your whole body.

Unions it does so. it in of no use.

Exercise:

Do the exoroiua of visualizing a word and than ranct-

ing to it instantly - like a statue. For example. "I am run-

ning." First to 300 it and than do it 11km a statue and hglg.

Thon find out the difference between what you did and what

you saw. Try to imagine it much more clearly and than do it

again. Study every detail of it in your mental image, and

than very carefully copy it in your own body. Auk yourself
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if it "clicks“ Exactly with what you saw in your vlsiun.

Other examples, "1 order.“ and ”1 nubmit.“

This mental image must be absolutaly clear-cut,

not blurred. fihcn you «aka this mental image. it is like u

mold into which you must fit yourflolf. when you achieve this

nxnct copy. you will feel a nrcat sense of hAppinasu. Tho

imagination will conquer the body. It is wrong for the body

to conquer tho inagln3ticn.

sfinwhca
u


